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EXTRATERRESTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
From time to time the question is asked: “The
extraterrestrials that are visiting the Earth appear to have a
highly advanced technology, why don’t they pass on this
knowledge to us?” The answer is they have!
On the following pages is a list of unique items that were
inspired by the extraterrestrial visitors, and are now under US
patent and in some cases international patent.
The patents among those listed below that are titled: Flight
event record system and Aircraft navigational warning system have
been collectively granted a unheard of number of claims ... thirty
nine!
Several other forms of extraterrestrial technology relating to
music, medicine and agriculture will also be described in this
article.
This article will conclude with a video that physically
demonstrates ET technology that dates back to the time that the
Great Pyramid was built.
In this video you will actually see the Ra System of Mathematics
physically functioning in the three dimensional universe.
The extraterrestrials have been attempting to inform us of the
great value of the Ra System of Mathematics. By creating very
informative geometrical designs in grain fields (crop formations),
and also by way of their nine radio messages of 1995. I should add
that there is good reason to believe that there could be many more
than nine.
Their goal is obvious. If we understand the Ra System of
Mathematics which is the basis of their technology, we can easily,
and rapidly figure it out the technology for ourselves. Their
knowledge of the Ra System is a great gift.
They have been developing, and using their technology for
millions of years. It will be exciting catching up with them.
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Wesley H. Bateman
High Temperature Plasma Containment Patents
1): Some parts classified by US Government are edited out.
[Patent 3095167, patented June 25, 1963]. May not be available.
2): Some parts classified by US Government are edited out.
[Patent 3130945, patented April 28, 1964]. May not be available.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wesley Bateman
Dolan Springs, AZ, US
Alan Howarth
Los Angeles, CA, US
Recent patents listed: 20050268774 Patent Title:
Frequency spectrum conversion to natural harmonic
frequencies process

See Alan’s impressive motion picture credits, such as the Star
Trek motion pictures at the following web site:
Alan Howarth bio at: http://www.alanhowarth.com/bio.shtml
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wesley H. Bateman
Patent No. : 6092008
Patent Title: Flight event record system
An in-flight event recording system for acquiring data related to an
aircraft, its physical condition and functioning, its altitude, position and
speed, direction of travel, and any unusual events. The in-flight event
recording system processes and stores the data and is able to
continuously .... Issue Date: 2000-07-18
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wesley H. Bateman
Patent No. : 6219618
Patent Title: Aircraft navigational warning system
An aircraft navigational system allows for reduced storage and
increased computing power for comparing terrain maps to the flight path
and enroute track of the aircraft. Unique provisions are made for reporting
and recording navigational hazards. Issue Date: 2001-04-17
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TERRA CYCLIC MEDITATIONAL AID, AND STRESS REDUCER

The Terra cyclic System shown above is also based on
Extraterrestrial instruction.
Wait till you see what this system can really do. Especially in
conjunction with Ra System formulated homeopathic Elixirs,
natural elf wave acupuncture, crop formation images, and Ra
Music. For more information see: Knowledge From the Stars,
Part Seven, page 20.
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AGRA -TONES

Deanna Bateman, Director: Agra Tone Project
Wes Bateman’s daughter
experimental research project
music to treat plant seeds and
Ra frequencies that relate to
utilized.

Deanna is in charge of our
which employs the use of Ra
stimulate plant growth. Specific
specific plant species are also

These experiments are being conducted in the very arid
climate of the Mohave Desert in northern Arizona. The soil is
classified as extremely poor for growing.
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Jungle in the Desert: Trees 2 year growth!
The results have been phenomenal. Watch for additional
pictures, and more information on this project in future articles.
The vegetables are larger than normal, grow rappidly, and are
delicious.
“And the Deserts Shall Bloom”
There are literally hundreds of ET inspired projects that are
known to be feasible. But because we of the Ra Research
Society fund everything we do, and build them ourselves, we
must take a practical approach, and concentrated on what will do
the most good for the most people in the shortest period of time.
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If after viewing the following video you are not convinced that
the extraterrestrials are willing to share their technology with us,
you will never be convinced.
THE MIDAS PROJECT VIDEO

Narrated by
Baron Clement Von Franckenstein
Mary Shelly used his family name for her famous story.

Produced, written, photographed by Ra Team member Mark Jones.
(Jonsey)
Internet presentation of the Midas Video by Ra team member
Rod C. Davis
When viewing the video, note that the custom made “magnetic
chuck” was designed on the order of the Grand Galley in the Great
Pyramid of Giza. This is very old ET technology.
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GRADUATE DIVISION AND RESEARCH
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN DIEGO CA 92182-0419
619) 265-5213

February 20, 1987
To Whom it May Concern:
This is to certify that I have known Mr. Wesley Bateman for
approximately two years. During that time he has allowed me
to read a large proportion of the material he has written
concerning the architectural structure, functions, and
possible theoretical implications of megalithic structures in
Egypt and elsewhere.
From these readings and my numerous conversations with Mr.
Bateman, I feel that other professional archaeologists should
seriously consider what Mr. Bateman has presented. It is only
through many lines of evidence will we be able to understand
past societies. Again, I urge you to carefully examine Mr.
Bateman's years of research.
Sincerely yours,
Brad Bartel, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Professor of Anthropology

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

In 18
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